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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

This morning, showers and thunderstorms continue around a weak low near the Louisiana coast. This low should continue to generate 
showers and thunderstorms today and tomorrow as it moves slowly westward.  The heaviest activity should be from western Louisiana 
into southeast Texas.  Some of these storms could be heavy, with a threat for wind gusts that could exceed 40 knots, frequent lightning, 
and heavy rainfall.  The heavier storms could be accompanied by locally enhanced seas, as well. With the slow movement of the low, 
rainfall accumulations over 3 inches are expected in some locations.  Except for unsettled weather around the low, conditions across the 
Gulf should be fairly tranquil, with smooth to slight seas and gentle to moderate winds.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The low discussed above should move inland over east Texas on Wednesday and begin to dissipate.  Weak high pressure ridging should 
build back in from the north, bringing ESE winds to the west, E winds in central regions, and NE winds in the east. Speeds should be gentle 
to moderate in the west and mostly gentle elsewhere.  Winds in most regions could become light and variable Friday into Saturday.  By 
Saturday and Sunday, winds in most areas should turn to the SW-W and increase to moderate speeds as a cold front approaches from the 
north.  Most models are showing the front stalling along the coast where it could cause widespread shower and thunderstorm activity.  
Seas should stay smooth to slight in most areas for the next several days, although locally enhanced winds and seas will be possible near 
heavier storms.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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